
[text] Is Forex Profitable or a Fake Job? Respond to this question
completely Related to your  understanding  about Forex , if you like
accept Forex as a job, i will as a experience Forex Trader tell you: any
job has a own risk and Forex has multiple risks! it is not Good for all.
unfortunately ,a lot of people attract to the forex markers because of
amazing things that exist in this Market like: 1.Start With low money
2.No need physical place 3.easy to use 4.normally no trace by
governments for tax purpose  (No Taxes ) 5.Rapturous of Forex Market
6.High Leverage and Free Bonus offer by Forex Brokers ...etc any way
this is one side of this job, and in the other side you must see:
1 lot of people loss the times and money in this markets 2.it is not
physical job and is harmful for body. 3.a lot of Forex users think only
money & have science of  Forex is enough! but this idea is not true!
money & science is some part of elements that need for achieve profit
from forex market ,most important parameter is  mental discipline!
most of users did not have mental discipline to Forex trade, and do not
like accept it too! & it is tend to multiple loses! 4.Forex user normally
have a addiction to trade or following forex market & In result ,maybe
they loss a lot of situations ,& it is terrible and as a result of forex
trading ,trader can Faced to Depression any way any one is free to
select jobs they like to do, but it is better they know some
more about risks of the job they are doing, not only about
profit or loss, but also about risk on health. All Right Reserved
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